
KEEPING THE PEACE

Cape Gannet
Colonial living
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MATES FOR LIFE
Cape Gannets are monogamous, breeding with only one mate during their lifetime.  
They return each year to the same island colony and reunite to breed with that same mate. 

Their mud and guano nests are built on the ground, and have a cup-shaped hollow into 
which only one egg (rarely two) is laid.  The single, bluish-white egg is incubated under the 
large, webbed feet of the parents. This helps to maintain it at a constant temperature and 
keep it safe from predators.  

Both adults look after the chick, taking turns to forage for food at sea.  When they return to 
the nest, they regurgitate their nutritious fishy meal to feed their ravenous chick. 

The fully feathered, mottled chocolate-brown and white juvenile finally fledges after about 
3 months, leaving the safety of the crowded colony. The fledgling goes to sea to forage for 
prey, spending between two to three years at sea before returning to the colony to breed.

A CROWDED HOUSE
Cape Gannets breed in densely crowded colonies on flat or 
gently sloping open ground on 6 islands offshore of  Namibia 
and South Africa. The shortage of suitable habitats that are 
free from land predators and close enough to their preferred 
foraging areas results in densely packed island colonies with 
tens of thousands of gannets on nests. You can get up close 
to a gannet colony at Lambert’s Bay on the West Coast of 
South Africa.

MAINTAINING THE SPARK
To strengthen the bond between a breeding pair of 
gannets, they often perform elaborate courtship 
rituals. One such ritual is called ‘fencing’ and   
involves pointing their beaks skywards, while 
crossing their slender necks, rubbing their long 
bills against one another as if sharpening swords.  
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Gannets are fiercely territorial, 
defending their nest site from intruders by 
a variety of gestures such as bowing, beak 
pointing, head shaking and even viscious 
pecking using their surprisingly sharp and 
powerful beaks. To maintain order and 
harmony in the tightly packed colony, each 
nest is cleverly spaced just beyond the 
pecking range of the fiesty neighbours.

Because of their long wings, gannets need 
a long runway or elevated rock from which 
to take off. In the crowded colony they must 
run the gauntlet of sharp beaks to get to 
the desired launching area. They perform 
a ‘sky-pointing’ gesture, stretching their 
necks upwards and pointing their beaks 
in the air to keep the peace with their           
neighbours as they pass quickly through the 
colony. The dramatic black gular stripe, 
running down the front of the throat, 
accentuates this recognised gesture of 
non-aggression in a potentially volatile 
gannet colony.
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38 cm - 58 cm
pecking distance 
between nestsYou will smell a colony of gannets before 

you see one. Colonies are noisy, smelly 
and crowded neighbourhoods, thanks to 
white guano-splattered rocks, muddy 

puddles, and regurgitated fish. 

what’s that SMELL?

    ‘
karack-karack-karack’

When returning to its nest, a gannet 
makes a special ‘landing call’, which is recognized 
by its mate. In all the pandemonium and noise of 

thousands of gannets, it can recognise its 
mate’s distinctive reply. This helps it pinpoint its own 
nest. It then lands, helicopter-like, directly at its own 

nest, which prevents unnecessary squabbling 
with the pair’s difficult neighbours. 

FUN FACT 
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